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Adapted from the most famous novel of all time by
LEO TOLSTOY
From the director of
“The Ten Commandments” & “Into the West”
ROBERT DORNHELM
From the writer of
“Once Upon A Time In America”
ENRICO MEDIOLI
From the Oscar winner composer for
“Finding Neverland”
JAN A.P. KACZMAREK

*Credits not contractual

Starring
Alexander Beyer, Clemence Poesy, Alessio Boni, Andrea Giordana,
Ana Caterina Morariu, Hannelore Elsner, Malcom McDowell, Violante Placido,
Dimitry Isaev, Brenda Blethyn, Valentina Cervi. Elodie Frenck, Ken Duken, Harry
Prinz, Martynas Neszinskas-Gim, Toni Bertorelli, Benjamin Sadler, Pilar Abella,
Scali Delpeyrat, Frederic Gorny, Wenanty Nosul, Pawel Burczyk, Lech Dyblik,
Pijus Cesaitis, Juozapas Bagdonas, Vladimir Iliyn, Igor Kostolevsky
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Considered by many to be the greatest novel ever written, Tolstoy's
masterpiece is a story of family life set against a backdrop of war. The story
begins in 1805 in the elegant but crowded and gossip-filled rooms of a St
Petersburg party and follows the fortunes of the aristocratic Bolkonsky and
Rostov families as Napoleon's armies sweep through Europe, culminating in
the French invasion of Russia in 1812 and Napoleon's defeat.
This classic tale takes in both the epic sweep of national events and the private
experience of individuals, from the keen young soldier to Napoleon himself,
and at the heart of it all the complicated triangle of affection that binds the
central characters.
This stunning $35m production of WAR AND PEACE, more than any other,
explores the connections and parallels of characters, relationships and world
events that shine a light on our changing world. From ballrooms and
battlefields, from carriages and villas, from gowns and swords, WAR AND
PEACE is a beautifully wrought mirror reflecting our own lives, loves, sorrows
and conflicts. And as we watch the conclusion of this incredible mini-series,
the triumph of the human heart will lift our spirits and give us hope.

